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in the United States?I will study Materials Science and Engineering in

the university of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign.2) What is your

major? In what aspect of your major will you study?My current

major is Chemistry, and my present specific field of study is Material

Chemistry, which is also a branch of Materials Science. Material

chemistry focuses on finding some new chemical synthesis methods

and the relationship between the methods and the property of the

materials.what is your future specific major?Well, materials science

has a lot of branches, Im very interested in my current research area,

and will probably continue with it after I go to UIUC.3) What will

you do in USA? I will study for my Ph.D. degree in Materials Science

and engineering in the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. It

may take me 5 to 7 years, then I will come back to china.why will you

finished you degree in five years?Usually, for Ph.D. of engineering in

UIUC, it will take us 7 years to finish our study. But a schoolmate of

mine who is now studying in UIUC told me that if we work hard

enough, we can finished our courses and research project in five

years.I hope I can finished my graduates study and get the degree in

five years since I want to come back earlier to assist my father . he is

not young and does need me to help him with his business as soon as

possible.why will you want to finish you degree in five years?If I can

finish my graduate study in five years, I will come back at a earlier



time to carry on my father’s factory. anyway, my father is getting

old, and he does need me to help him with his business as soon as

possible.4) Are you going to study in USA?Yes. I will study for my

Ph.D. degree in Material Science and Engineering in UIUC. I plan to

finish my study in about 5-7 years and then come back to china.5)
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